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 ►Fabric AK3: T-Template AK-3 Layout Sheet #3
Step 1: Cut (1) 13-1/2” by 42” strip and place facing wrong-side up. 

Step 2: The T-Template AK-3 Layout Sheets are used to cut (1) 
fabric piece for each (T-TLS) (Total of (4)).

Step 3: Repeat the 
same sewing and 
trimming steps as you 
did for T-Temp AK-1 LS 
#1.  Then, place the 
pieces in Bag #AK2.

 ►Fabric AK4: 
T-Template AK-4 Layout Sheet #4

Step 1: Cut (1) 15” by 42” strip and place facing wrong-side-up. 

Step 2: The T-Template AK-4 Layout Sheets are used to cut (1) 
fabric piece for each (T-TLS) (Total of (4)).

Step 3: Repeat the 
same sewing and 
trimming steps as you 
did for T-Temp AK-1 LS 
#1.  Then, place the 
pieces in Bag #AK2.

 █  CURVED PIECING: UNIT AK (TEMPS AK-1 
THROUGH AK-4 TO THE DIAMOND 
BLOCK), BAG #AK2

Step 1: Remove the paper from the 
fabric pieces cut with Temp AK-1 and 
AK-4. 

Step 1: Before sewing on the 
T-Template AK-1 to AK-4 pieces, 
double check to make sure the 
TRP lines have been added.   

Step 2: With your Template 
pieces marked, match and pin the 
T-Template AK-1 to the foundation 
paper unit right-sides-together.  A 
glue pen used to secure the edge of 
the fabrics along the seam allowance will 
help keep everything in place.  Use the Smart 
Corners and TRP Lines to position the fabric 
piece perfectly.  

Step 3: Watch for puckers and use steam if needed to get the 
pieces to lie flat before sewing along the seam allowance. 

Step 4: Set your machine to sew a 1/4” seam and sew 
along the curved edge. Press the seams toward the 
T-Template AK-1 fabric.  

Step 5: Repeat this process to add T-Templates 
AK-2, AK-3, and AK-4 to the unit (Graphics shown 
in next column). Press the seams towards the 
T-Template fabrics. 

NOTE - Caution with Trimming Block AK!:  Once you 
have completed this unit, DON’T TRIM ANYTHING!  
The pieces you just sewed on are T-Templates and are 
therefore the perfect size before you sew them on.  Place 
them carefully, match your seams, TRP lines, and Smart 
Corners, and when you press, you have completed the unit.  

Step 6: Place the diamonds back into Bag #AK1 to await final 
assembly.
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Step 5

 ► Adding 
T-Template 
AK-2

 ► Adding 
T-Template 
AK-3

 ► Adding 
T-Template 
AK-4


